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Chapter 1 : At the drop of a hat | Define At the drop of a hat at calendrierdelascience.com
COMMON If you do something at the drop of a hat, you do it willingly and without hesitation. More people should sort
out their own minor problems and stop calling the police at the drop of a hat. There is a myth that we are an uncaring
generation, shoving our old folk into institutions at the drop of a hat.

Compare hoist def 6a. Also called drop panel. Rain drops from the clouds. The prices dropped sharply. There
the matter dropped. A thousand men dropped in the battle. Drop me a note. Drop me at the corner. I dropped
the subject. Will you drop your old friends if you win the lottery? The police dropped the charges against the
suspect. He dropped the ball through the basket for two points. They dropped two games in a row and were
eliminated from the tournament. The cat dropped a litter of six kittens. The Marines dropped combat troops
into the jungle battlefield. Show More Verb Phrases drop behind, to fall short of the required pace or progress:
Her long illness caused her to drop behind the rest of the class. Sales have dropped off drastically. Show More
Idioms at the drop of a hat, at the slightest provocation or without delay: Meaning "an act of dropping" is from
s; of immaterial things prices, temperatures, etc. Meaning "lozenge, hard candy" is Meaning "secret place
where things can be left illicitly and picked up later" is from Drop in the bucket late 14c. At the drop of a hat
"suddenly" is from ; drop-in "casual visit" is ; drop-kick is To get the drop on someone originally was Old
West gunslinger slang Show More drop v. Old English dropian "to fall in drops" see drop n. Meaning "to fall
vertically" is late 14c. Transitive sense "allow to fall" is midc. Exclamation drop dead is from ; as an adjective
meaning "stunning, excellent" it is first recorded The smallest quantity of liquid heavy enough to fall in a
spherical mass. A volume of liquid equal to of a teaspoon and regarded as a unit of dosage for medication. A
small globular piece of candy, usually readily dissolved in the mouth. Show More To fall, be dispensed, or
poured in drops. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company. Idioms and Phrases with at the drop of a hat at the
drop of a hat Immediately, without delay, as in We were ready to pack our bags and go on vacation at the drop
of a hat. This phrase probably alludes to signaling the start of a race or other contest by dropping a hat.
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At the Drop of a Hat is a musical revue by Flanders and Swann, described by them as "an after-dinner farrago". In the
show, they both sang on a nearly bare stage, accompanied by Swann on the piano. The songs were linked by
contemporary social commentary, mostly by Flanders.

At the drop of a hat: Phrygian caps adorned with tricolor cockades were must-have accessories for French
revolutionaries And hats were especially important during the French Revolution, just prior to our Regency
era. Wearing the wrong type of hat might ensure a trip to the guillotine, which would make a hat pointless.
Revolutionaries wore Phrygian caps, a hat with a rich history that goes back to Roman times. Associated with
the peasantry, this hat became a powerful symbol during the French Revolution, when it was betterâ€”and
much saferâ€”to look like peasant rather than an aristocrat. For some reason best known to his creators, Papa
and his whole family wear Phrygian caps. It makes you wonder what those adorable midgets are really up to.
This hat has associations with the fight for liberty and antislavery movements around the world. Plus, this red
cap appears all over South and Latin America, too. I must admit that Smurfs aside, seeing the hat gives me the
creeps. It reminds me of the worst excesses of the French Revolution, as typified in the cartoon on the left by
Isaac Cruikshank. Note the red Phrygian cap at the top of the guillotine, nestled between the two bloody axes.
And nothing screams status like feathers. During Regency times up through the Edwardian era, plumes have
adorned the hats and heads of the rich and famous. Rich titled women from centuries past through the present
day are also fond of another type of headgear, the diamond tiara, to proclaim their privileged status. Yet even
that hat, despite its gold and precious gems, has its drawbacks. While they used to be required wearing for
Sunday church services, even that practice has slowly died off. The exception to this rule is the elaborate hats
women in African-American communities often don to attend church services. The hats are symbols of their
inner courage and faith. These church-goers may be single-handedly keeping the tradition of hat-wearing
alive. Jean Shrimpton, glamorous and hatless in So, what almost killed the once-widespread custom of
wearing hats? In the opinion of some fashion historians, hat-wearing was dealt two near-fatal blows in the
mids, one by a sitting president and the other by a fashion model. In the newly elected John F. Kennedy burst
on the national scene with his beautiful wife and adorable children like a breath of fresh air. Following the
grand-fatherly Eisenhower, the handsome young president brought a new style to the White House, where he
was frequently photographed hatless, looking charmingly casual and modern, not to mention full of vitality.
When she was photographed in a white shift dress at the Melbourne Cup races in , bare-legged with her long
hair blowing unconfined in the wind, her carefree style was in sharp contrast to the formality of the women in
the stands. Suddenly, women felt dowdy wearing hats and hosiery. And they started leaving their hats in the
closet. But hope may be on the horizon for those who love hats beyond the ever-present Stetsons and baseball
caps. And tiaras will never go out of style! For more information on this intriguing fashion item, check out
these sources:
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The second quote is an explanation for the phrase threw his hat into the ring, but doesn't fit at the drop of a hat. mgkrebbs Jul 2 '11 at And to "throw one's hat into the ring" meant to enter a competition, even for President of the
United States.

A friend recently said her daughter cries at the drop of a hat. Any idea where this comes from and what
dropping a hat has to do with anything? A Many dictionaries merely say that to do something at the drop of a
hat is to do it at once, without any noticeable delay. But your example illustrates another common meaning
â€” to do something or other at the slightest provocation. Times are changing and a number of new studies
point to an increasingly bolshie consumer willing to complain at the drop of a hat and spend time searching
out the best value for money. The Irish Times; 20 Mar. Bolshie refers to for somebody who is deliberately
combative or uncooperative; it derives from Bolshevik. In the days when men wore hats, their head coverings
did more than just keep the sun or rain off â€” they were handy devices to signal with. You might have waved
your hat in greeting or to demonstrate enthusiasm, thrown it in the air to mark a victory, raised it to
acknowledge a passing acquaintance, thrown it into the ring to accept the challenge of a contest, or you might
have dropped it as a signal. This last action is generally taken to be where at the drop of a hat came from. This
is based on its supposedly being from the Wild West of the nineteenth century, when men were real men and
fought each other incessantly with anything to hand, or with hands alone if not. Some old examples certainly
do mention fighting: I found many Old Soldiers, who called themselves Democrats, and were ready to fight, at
the drop of a hat, with any man who had aught to say against Gen. Milwaukee Daily Sentinel Wisconsin , 19
Jul. The earliest appearance on record that I know about is some way from the American frontier: They could
agree in the twinkling of an eye â€” at the drop of a hat â€” at the crook of a finger â€” to usurp the sovereign
power; they cannot agree, in four months, to relinquish it. Register of Debates in Congress, 12 Oct. Another
early one is at the opposite pole from fighting: He fell in love an excusable weakness! This is at least an
equally likely origin. I put in evidence a newspaper report from the other side of the Atlantic: At the first
signal the drop of a hat they bounded away, Deven leading at a rattling pace. The example of from the US
Congress shows that even at this early date the expression was already idiomatic. Unless earlier records come
to light we may never discover exactly what was in the minds of the people even further back in time who
generated the idiom. What is certain is that it became a useful metaphor for immediate action at the slightest
stimulus. Select your currency from the list and click Donate. Page created 28 Apr.
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Interesting fact The phrase 'at the drop of a hat' originates in the 19th century. During that time it was common to signal
the beginning of a fight or race by either dropping a hat or sweeping it in a rapid downward motion.

Well, there were a few worthy websites. All of them had a prehistoric design, mostly in blue or gray shades
and uncomfortable fonts. Needless to say, the owners of these projects knew nothing about user-friendly
navigation and other convenient aspects. Still, these poorly created sites were extremely popular. The answer
is simple: Back in our days, now your prospect can just open Google and see an unbelievable variety of
attractive websites. For these simple reasons, you should do your best to stand out from the crowd. To add to
this, today we will focus on the online projects based on Magento. So, are you ready to impress your visitors?
On the other hand, we are here to improve what you have. So, there are third party solutions to help you.
Before everything else, you need to make sure that all the existing cache types are enabled this way: Here is
another step, which influences the speed of your Magento website. Below you can see the pieces of code.
These are the snippets that you should add to your. As you may know, the Magento 2 ships with an. Needless
to say, you can use it for caching utilization. Keep in mind that you can use the snippets below for an older
Magento version as well, the only thing is that you may need to add them manually. To make the long story
short, page caching has always been the most beneficial way to improve website speed. That is why these days
you can see so many extensions that help to perform page caching. Even then, how can you do it by yourself?
Another important aspect that you should consider is paying attention to the expire headers. Why do we need
them? Basically, these headers inform browsers when it should request a needed file from the server. They
also work to tell the browser to take the files from cache. If a person has ever entered your site before,
everything will appear from the cache rapidly. That is how you may speed up your Magento site by activating
expire headers. This clever system allows all the search engines to notice your online project. Unquestionably,
it will result in followers result in audience growth and better traffic flow but how it improves your speed?
The fact is that SEO mostly depends on the speed of your online project. It is important to have good website
speed in order to get the best results through SEO. What should you do if you know nothing about coding?
These days the handy ready-made templates are really popular. Actually, pretty big players use them.
Therefore, there is a rich variety of feature-rich templates including Magento themes. To say more, they come
with multiple stylish and must-have features. Originally, these are the HTML pages that were made to provide
your online project with extremely fast mobile pages. Well, statistics say that more than a half of all traffic
relates to mobiles. Therefore, now it is important to have a thoroughly created mobile version of your site.
AMP are lightweight, so they can speed your Magento site at the drop of a hat. All in all, there are a lot of
things that AMP use to make your mobile content so fast. For example, they want you to use a streamlined
version of CSS. Furthermore, you are not able to use JavaScript. Obviously, there are some pre-packed files
that include JavaScript library. To sum everything up, AMP is your modern way to get faster mobile pages.
That is why we recommend you to use Accelerated Mobile Pages for your website no matter what it is about.
Remember we have told you about the ready-to-use Magento themes? So, there are also AMP-ready
templates. To illustrate, here is Fashion Slash. Just open the demo to see how all the elements work in action.
Seeing that, you can be sure that image optimization will quickly speed up your Magento site. To make a long
story short, it decreases download time of your pictures. How can you optimize your images? First of all, you
can simply compress them with the help of PhotoShop. There are a lot of video tutorials you can see.
Secondly, the internet is full of multiple extensions that can help you. They do everything automatically,
which means that you do not need to have some special skills. Some of these extensions are: The thing is that
the more extensions you run the more HTTP requests your website has. They load for too long. For these
reasons, we recommend you to use as few extensions as you can. Undeniably, this tip sounds simple but that is
how everything works. The same thing is with your modules. How can you disable them? See the screenshot
below! There are only two words: To make a long story short, this is a clever form of caching. Without a
doubt, it will make your website work faster because PHP accelerator simply caches your scripts in their
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compiled state. Here are some popular PHP accelerators you may use.
Chapter 5 : at the drop of a hat - Wiktionary
The Sun () My job can go at the drop of a hat; that is the way it works. Times, Sunday Times () But some people go
bright red at the drop of a hat, sometimes for no apparent reason. The Sun () I was on standby and would have gone at
the drop of a hat if necessary.

Chapter 6 : I Fall Asleep At The Drop of A Hat
Q From Jim Riley: A friend recently said her daughter cries at the drop of a calendrierdelascience.com idea where this
comes from and what dropping a hat has to do with anything? A Many dictionaries merely say that to do something at
the drop of a hat is to do it at once, without any noticeable delay.

Chapter 7 : Flanders and Swann - Wikipedia
at the drop of a hat â€º If you do something at the drop of a hat, you do it immediately without stopping to think about it:
People will file lawsuits at the drop of a hat these days.

Chapter 8 : At the Drop of a Hat - Wikipedia
People will file lawsuits at the drop of a hat these days. I'd quit my job at the drop of a hat if I didn't have a family to
support. That girl is so emotional; she'll start crying at the drop of a hat.

Chapter 9 : At the drop of a hat - phrase meaning and origin
We're expected to just do it at the drop of a hat. If you need help, just call on Mike. He can come at the drop of a hat.
Synonyms.
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